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Abstract

Protein concentrations are set by a complex interplay between gene-specific regulatory processes 

and systemic factors, including cell volume and shared gene expression machineries. Elucidating 

this interplay is crucial for discerning and designing gene regulatory systems. We quantitatively 

characterized gene-specific and systemic factors affecting transcription and translation genome-

wide for E. coli across many conditions. The results revealed two design principles that 

make regulation of gene expression insulated from concentrations of shared machineries: RNA 

polymerase activity is fine-tuned to match translational output, and translational characteristics 

are similar across the majority of mRNAs. Consequently, in bacteria protein concentration is set 

primarily at the promoter level. A simple mathematical formula relates promoter activities and 

protein concentrations across growth conditions, enabling quantitative inference of gene regulation 

from ‘omics data.
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ONE SENTENCE SUMMARY

Coordinated transcription-translation fluxes and predominance of transcriptional control lead to a 

quantitative formulation of the Central Dogma in bacteria.

Gene expression involves transcription of genes into mRNAs, followed by translation of 

mRNAs into proteins. Protein concentrations are in turn determined by the balance between 

protein synthesis and dilution (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1) for exponentially growing bacteria in 

which protein degradation is negligible(1, 2). Intuitively, doubling the transcription initiation 

rate of a specific gene by an activator should result in doubling the concentration of the 

corresponding mRNA and protein in the absence of post-transcriptional regulation(3–5). 

However, if the transcription initiation rate of every gene were doubled, say by a global 

activator, protein concentrations could not possibly double: First, the synthesis of proteins 

is constrained by the translational capacity of the ribosomes(6, 7). Second, in the well-

characterized model bacterium E. coli the total number of proteins per cell volume does not 

vary much across different growth conditions (Fig. S2 and Ref. (8, 9)), making it impossible 

to change the concentrations of the majority of proteins in the same direction even if there is 

no constrain in gene expression capacity. Thus, the canonical single-gene picture of bacterial 

gene expression is not necessarily compatible with global constraints during broad changes 

in gene expression, as they occur, e.g., upon changes in nutrient conditions or exposure 

to antibiotics. These effects make it difficult to link the transcriptional and translational 

regulation to the concentrations of mRNAs and proteins.

As the expression of each gene is ultimately determined by the rates at which the 

respective mRNA and proteins are synthesized and diluted (Fig. S1), we designed a battery 

of experiments to determine these rates by measuring the absolute mRNA and protein 

concentrations and their fluxes, for E. coli growing exponentially under various conditions. 

Our findings establish characteristics of promoters and mRNAs that defied our expectations, 

and reveal design principles underlying E. coli’s gene regulation program which enable the 

cell to allocate its proteome in accordance to functional needs while complying with cellular 

constraints. We established a simple, quantitative relation which connects gene regulatory 

activities to mRNA and protein concentrations.

RESULTS

Translation initiation rates are similar across mRNAs and growth conditions

A proteomics workflow was developed to quantify the abundance of individual E. coli 
proteins(10) by combining the versatility of data-independent acquisition (DIA) mass 

spectrometry(11, 12) and the accuracy of ribosome profiling(13). We determined the protein 

number fractions ψp,i ≡ [Pi]/[P] for >1900 proteins (labeled by i), with [P] = ∑i[Pi] being 

the total protein concentration, defined here as number of proteins per cell volume. RNA-

sequencing was used to determine the mRNA number fractions ψm,i ≡ [mRi]/[mR] for the 

corresponding mRNAs, with [mR] ≡ ∑i[mRi] being the total mRNA concentration; see SI 

Methods. In both cases, our data showed high reproducibility (Fig. S3A– C). The result for 

E. coli K-12 cells growing exponentially in glucose minimal medium is shown as a scatter 

plot of ψp,i vs ψm,i in Fig. 1B. We observed a strong correlation (r = 0.80) of mRNA and 
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protein abundances along the diagonal (red line) across a vast range of abundances (10−2 to 

10−6). The histogram of ψp,i/ψm,i is peaked around 1, with 50% of the genes within 1.7-fold 

(Fig. S3E). We repeated the measurements for cells growing exponentially in three types 

of growth limiting conditions in minimal medium (carbon limitation, anabolic limitation, 

and translational inhibition (14, 15), with growth rates ranging between 0.3/h and 0.9/h. A 

similar number of gene products were detected in these conditions and the resulting scatter 

plots and histograms (Fig. S3F through S) looked very similar to those from bacteria grown 

in glucose minimal medium (Fig. S3DE). These results, summarized in Fig. 1C and 1D, 

indicate that the fractional abundances of mRNA and proteins are approximately the same, 

i.e.,

ψm, i ≈ ψp, i, (1)

for the vast majority of expressed genes in all growth conditions tested. The strong 

correlation between mRNA and protein fractions is also supported but less emphasized in 

several recent quantitative studies of E. coli protein expression(13, 16–18) (Fig. S3T–W).

To probe how changes in protein and mRNA fractions relate to each other across growth 

conditions, we generated additional proteomics and transcriptomics datasets for more 

conditions under each type of growth limitations (Fig. S4A), so that a smooth growth-

rate dependence could be obtained individually for the mRNA and protein fractions. We 

extrapolated these data to compute the fold-change (FC) in the protein and mRNA fractions, 

FC(ψp,i) and FC(ψm,i) respectively, for each gene i (Fig. S4B). The fold-change was 

calculated between the “reference condition” (WT cells grown in glucose minimal medium) 

and one with ~3x slower growth, for each of the three types of growth limitation imposed. 

Their ratio, FC(ψp,i)/FC(ψm,i), was even more tightly distributed than ψp,i/ψm,i for each 

type of growth limitation (compare Fig. 1E with Fig. 1D), indicating that the mRNA and 

protein fractions tightly co-varied for the majority of genes. The few exceptions which did 

not co-vary usually occurred in only one of the growth limitations, and mostly corresponded 

to known targets of post-transcriptional regulation (Fig. S4C–E, Table S5.

Total mRNA abundance matches translational capacity

From the steady state relation between concentrations of individual mRNAs and proteins 

(Fig. S1)

αp, i mRi = λ Pi (2)

where αp,i is the translation initiation rate of each mRNA mRi and λ denotes the growth 

rate, we can sum over contributions from all genes to obtain a relation between the flux of 

total protein synthesis and dilution,

αp[mR] = λ[P ], (3)

with αp ≡ ∑iαp, iψm, i being the average translational initiation rate (over all mRNAs). 

Because the ratio of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) gives
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αp, i/αp = ψp, i/ψm, i, (4)

we see that Fig. 1D also provides the distribution of the relative translation initiation rates 

αp, i/αp . The observed similarity between mRNA and protein fractions, Eq. (1), implies that 

the translation initiation rates αp,i are similar for the majority of mRNAs for each growth 

condition. Thus, the average translational initiation rate αp can be taken as representative of 

the majority of mRNAs.

Because the total protein concentration [P] changes less than 10% across nutrient-limited 

conditions (Fig. S2H), the total protein synthesis flux λ[P] changes almost linearly with 

the growth rate λ. Consequently, Eq. (3) constrains the total mRNA concentration [mR] 

and/or the average initiation rate αp to change with cellular growth. To understand how 

this constraint is accommodated, we quantified the total mRNA amount by combining 

hybridization of 3H-uracil labeled RNA to genomic DNA with quantitative Northern blotting 

(Fig. S5, SI Methods). The result for carbon-limited growth (Fig. S5H), was then converted 

to cellular concentration, i.e., [mR] (SI Note S1), and shown as the red symbols in Fig. 2A 

(left vertical axis). These data allowed us to use Eq. (3) to obtain the average translation 

initiation rate αp. The approximately linear growth-rate dependence of [mR] makes αp only 

weakly growth-rate dependent (Fig. S6A, left axis). The value of αp in turn allowed us to 

obtain the distribution of αp,i, the translational initiation rate of individual mRNAs, using 

Eq. (4) and the distributions of ψp,i/ψm,i (Fig. 1D). The results for the reference and a slow, 

carbon-limiting growth condition exhibited weak dependence of αp,i on both the mRNA 

species and growth condition (Fig. 2B and Fig. S6B).

Constancy of ribosome spacing across mRNA and nutrient conditions

To understand how the relation between the total mRNA concentration and the total protein 

synthesis flux (Eq. (3)) arises, we note that the total flux of peptide synthesis, is given by 

λ[P ] ℓP, where ℓP is the average length of a protein, ~250 aa across conditions (Fig. S2G). 

Because genome-wide translation elongation rates are narrowly distributed (Fig. S6C), 

this flux corresponds to the product of the concentration of actively translating ribosomes 

([Rb]act) and the speed of translational elongation (ε) as depicted in Fig. S6D, i.e.,

λ[P ] ℓP = ε[Rb]act . (5)

Both [Rb]act and ε have been characterized for a broad range of nutrient conditions(7). 

The active ribosome concentration is plotted in Fig. 2A (right vertical axis). The data 

exhibit a congruence with the total mRNA concentration, revealing a coordination of 

mRNA abundance and the cellular translational capacity, with an average spacing between 

translating ribosomes close to 200 nt (Fig. 2C and Fig. S6E). This translates to an average 

of number of ribosomes per mRNA r ≈ 4 for typical mRNAs 750 nt long. The observed 

proportionality between total mRNA and active ribosome concentrations implies that the 

average translational initiation rates αp and elongation rates ε are proportional (Fig. S6A); 

this proportionality extends to individual mRNAs due to the similarity in protein and mRNA 
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fractions observed above. By comparing the concentrations of protein and mRNAs (Fig. 

S6FG), we confirmed that for most mRNA species the ribosome spacing is indeed clustered 

around 200 nt across conditions (Fig. 2D and E; Figs. S6HI). The data are bounded by ~40 

nt per ribosome in accordance to the physical packing limit(19).

mRNA degradation is largely condition independent

We investigated the mechanism behind the observed proportionality between the 

concentrations of total mRNA and active ribosomes (Fig. 2A). mRNA concentration is 

set by the balance between its synthesis and degradation (Fig. S1). We performed kinetic 

experiments to determine mRNA degradation rates δi genome-wide in the reference and 

the slowest carbon-limiting condition by inhibiting transcription initiation with rifampicin 

and quantifying the relative mRNA concentrations at short time intervals by RNA-seq (Fig. 

S7A–C, SI Methods, Table S3). As an example, we measured time courses of changes in the 

relative mRNA concentrations of genes of the nuo operon in the two growth conditions (Fig. 

3A–C). The time course can be described as a delayed exponential decay, with the lag time 

reflecting the time needed for the RNA polymerase to reach the gene from the transcription 

start (Fig. S7D), and the decay rate attributed to the turnover of that mRNA. This analysis 

yielded degradation rates for ~2700 mRNAs (SI Methods, Table S6). Genome-wide, mRNA 

degradation rates were strongly correlated in the two growth conditions (Fig. S7E). The 

average degradation rate was very similar (Fig. S7F, vertical dashed lines), even after 

weighting by mRNA abundances (Fig. S7G). In particular, the fold-change in δi is sharply 

peaked, with 90% of genes in the range 0.50 to 1.57 (Fig. 3D). Overall, the data indicated a 

lack of dependence of degradation rates on either the mRNA species or the growth condition 

for most mRNAs, as observed in other studies(20, 21). The cases where rates changed 

significantly could be associated to known post-transcriptional regulation (Fig. S7HI).

Total mRNA synthesis flux is adjusted to match translational capacity

From the concentration and degradation rates of each mRNA species, [mRi] and δi 

respectively, we can obtain the mRNA degradation flux, δi[mRi], whose distributions are 

shown in Fig. 3E for the reference and slow growth conditions. A shift in the median of the 

two distributions is seen (vertical dashed lines), reflecting growth dependence of the total 

degradation flux, ∑iδi mRi = δ[mR], where δ ≡ ∑iδiψm, i is the average degradation rate 

across mRNAs. By the balance of mRNA synthesis and degradation in steady state growth 

(Fig. S1; see also SI Note S3), the total mRNA synthesis flux JmR. can be expressed as

JmR ≡ ∑iαm, i Gi = δ[mR] . (6)

Because the average degradation rate (δ) is affected little by growth conditions (Fig. S7G), 

Eq. (6) predicts that the observed growth dependence of the total mRNA concentration [mR] 

(Fig. 2A) is caused primarily by changes in mRNA synthesis flux, JmR.

We tested this prediction by directly measuring the total mRNA synthesis flux JmR across 

the range of carbon-limited growth conditions, by pulse-labelling cultures with 3H-uracil 

and hybridizing the labelled RNA to genomic DNA over short time intervals (Fig. S8). 
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These data showed a strong growth-rate dependence Fig. 3F (red symbols, left vertical 

axis), closely matching the observed growth dependence of the total mRNA concentration 

(reproduced as black symbols in Fig. 3F, right vertical axis). Note that the total mRNA 

fluxes inferred from the degradation rates, δ[mR] (orange crosses) were within 20% of the 

directly measured synthesis fluxes, showcasing the consistency of these two very different 

measurement approaches. Putting together, the results in Figs. 2 and 3 show that the global 

constraint Eq. (3) is enforced primarily by matching total mRNA synthesis flux JmR. with 

translational capacity (Fig. 3G).

mRNA synthesis flux and transcriptional regulation

The synthesis flux of each mRNA species is given molecularly by the product of the 

transcription initiation rate per gene, αm,i, and the “gene concentration”, [Gi] (Fig. 1A and 

S1). The growth-rate dependence of gene concentration is in turn given by the product of 

number of chromosome replication origins (Ori) per cell volume, [Ori], and the “gene dose” 

relative to the Ori, gi ≡ [Gi]/[Ori]. Thus, the total mRNA synthesis flux can be expressed as

JmR = [Ori] ⋅ ∑iαm, igi . (7)

The relative gene dose gi across growth rates can be obtained from the chromosomal 

position of the gene(22, 23) and the chromosome replication time (Fig. S9AB). Further 

including a weak growth-rate dependence of the Ori concentration(24) (Fig. S9C–E), we 

obtain negative growth-rate dependences for the concentration of genes [Gi] = [Ori] · gi at 

all chromosomal positions (Fig. 4A). It is then clear from Eq. (7) that the strong positive 

growth-rate dependence seen for the total mRNA synthesis flux JmR. (Fig. 3F) cannot 

be accounted for by opposite growth-rate dependences of gene concentrations and must 

involve systematic changes in the promoter activities αm,i. This was seen more explicitly by 

computing the distributions of the promoter activity αm,i, obtained for each gene using the 

known degradation fluxes δi[mRi] and gene concentrations [Gi] at steady state (Eq. S3 in 

Fig. S1; see also SI Note S3; data in Table S6). The results (Fig. 4B) showed a broad range 

of promoter activity, spanning 4 orders of magnitude, with the high-end (~0.3/s in reference 

condition) approaching the maximum of ~1/s given the transcriptional elongation speed of 

~50 nt/s and a transcription elongation complex footprint of ~40 nt (25–27). A shift is seen 

between the distributions for reference (grey) and C-limited (red) growth conditions. In fact, 

for most genes, αm,i in C-limited conditions decreases to about 1/3 of its value in reference 

condition (Fig. 4C), a change that is comparable to the reduction in growth rate. Thus, the 

coordination of mRNA synthesis flux with the growth rate (Fig. 3F) is likely a result of 

genome-wide changes in transcription initiation between these conditions.

To look further into the determinants of transcription initiation, we used a canonical model 

of transcription regulation (Fig. 4D)(28, 29) where the transcription initiation rate αm,i 

for gene i is given by the product of the concentration of available RNA polymerases 

([RNAP]av) and the promoter on-rate ki, i.e.,

αm, i = ki · [RNAP]av, (8)
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where ki captures the regulatory activities of all transcription factors acting on the promoter 

driving gene i(28, 29). Using this expression for αm,i, the balance of mRNA synthesis and 

degradation (Eq. S3 in Fig. S1) can be written as

RNAP av[Ori] · kigi = δi · mRi . (9)

Quantitative relations connect transcriptional regulation to gene expression

From Eq. (9), we can derive two fundamental relations connecting transcription regulation to 

gene expression (see also SI Note S4). Summing Eq. (9) over all genes, the balance of the 

total transcription flux becomes

[RNAP]av[Ori] · K = δ · [mR], (10)

where K ≡ ∑ikigi describes the total on-rate for promoters across the genome and is 

a measure of the total regulatory activity on transcription (weighted by gene dose). 

Given the proportionality between active ribosome and total mRNA concentrations, 

r = [Rb]act/[mR] ≈ 4 (Fig. 2A), Eq. (10) can be written as:

[RNAP]av[Ori] · K = (δ /r) · [Rb]act . (11)

This relation represents a fundamental constraint between the overall transcription activity 

[RNAP ]avK , the DNA content (via [Ori]) and the translational activity of the cell.

Another important relation can be obtained by taking the ratio of Eqs. (9) and 

(10). Noting that the mRNA degradation rates are closely distributed around the 

average δ and independent of growth conditions, i.e., δi ≈ δ (Fig. S7FG), we obtain 

kigi/K ≈ mRi /[mR] = ψm, i. This relation extends further to the fractional protein 

abundances ψp,i = [P i]/[P] due to the established relation between protein and mRNA 

fractions (Eq. (1) and Fig. 1), leading to

kigi
K ≈ ψm, i ≈ ψp, i . (12)

This expression relates the (gene-dose weighted) regulatory activity on specific promoters 

(kigi) to the mRNA and protein levels as determined by transcriptomics (ψm,i) and 

proteomics (ψp,i). Importantly, ψp,i = [Pi]/[P] gives approximately the cellular protein 

concentration [Pi] since the total protein concentration varies only mildly with the growth 

rate, on average [P] ≈ 4.5 · 106/μm3 (Fig. S2H). Thus, Eq. (12) quantitatively connects 

regulatory activities at the promoter level (ki) to cellular protein concentrations [Pi], without 

explicit reference to the macroscopic machineries of gene expression. Eqs. (11) and (12) are 

the central quantitative results of this study. We suggest Eq. (12) be viewed as a quantitative 

statement of the Central Dogma of bacterial gene expression, with Eq. (11) describing 

a system-level constraint on transcription and translation. In the following, we separately 

explore some consequences of these two central relations.
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Global coupling in gene expression

According to Eq. (12), the mRNA and protein fractions corresponding to a given gene i 
are dependent not only on the regulatory activity on that gene, kigi, but also on the total 

regulatory activity, K ≡ ∑jkjgj. The latter dependence couples the expression of all genes 

in the cell, as illustrated in Fig. 4E. This dependence is explicitly seen when comparing 

fold-changes in gene expression across two different conditions:

FC Pi = FC ψp, i = FC kigi /FC(K) . (13)

In different growth conditions where the promoter on-rates ki of many genes are affected, 

we generally expect the total rate K to vary, i.e. FC(K) ≠ 1. Consequently, changes in the 

regulatory activity of a gene are generally expected to be different from the changes in 

the fractional abundances of the corresponding mRNA and protein. In fact, the latter might 

change even if the corresponding regulatory activity kigi is unchanged, due to the overall 

change in regulatory activity K; illustrated in Fig. 4E.

To determine how the total regulatory activity K may change across growth conditions, we 

return to the spectrum of carbon-limited growth conditions. The growth-rate dependence 

of K can be deduced by applying the relation (13) to “constitutively expressed” (i.e., 

unregulated) genes, for which ki is constant. For this purpose, we inserted constitutively 

expressed lacZ genes at various locations x on the chromosome, with known gene doses g(x) 

(Fig. 4A). The total rate K can then be obtained by measuring the concentration of LacZ, 

[LacZ(x)], for different growth rates, as

K ∝ g(x)
[LacZ(x)] . (14)

The data in carbon-limited conditions (Fig. 4F) show that [LacZ(x)] generally decreased at 

faster growth, with a steeper trend when lacZ was inserted near ter (blue) compared to near 

ori (orange). Upon calculating K using Eq. (14), the data collapsed on the same positive 

growth-rate dependence (Fig. 4G). Although this set of experiments established the relative 

changes in K across conditions, the absolute scale of K can be determined from Eq. (10) 

using the measured [Ori] (Fig. 4A) and the measured JmR. (Fig. 3F) for δ[mR] (Eq. 5). As 

discussed in SI Note S5, the abundance of available RNAP, [RNAP]av can be estimated in 

reference condition to be approximately 1300/μm3, leading to K 1.27μm3/min in reference 

condition.

Identifying promoter on-rates

Knowledge of the magnitude of K, together with the mRNA abundances and degradation 

rates, allowed us to compute the promoter on-rates ki for each gene i across growth 

conditions (see SI Note S4). The results for ~2500 genes (Fig. 5A) displayed a broad 

distribution across more than 3 orders of magnitude. Since ki were computed by combining 

several different genome-wide measurements (SI Note 4), we sought to validate them by 

examining the on-rates of genes belonging to the same operon, to see if the variation in the 
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ki of these co-transcribed genes are are indeed small as intuitively expected. Reassuringly, 

the coefficients of variation in ki within operons were not only much smaller than the values 

obtained by randomly extracting ki from the different operons, but also significantly smaller 

than the variation in the concentrations of proteins associated to the same regulatory units 

(Fig. 5B, Fig. S10A).

The complete set of gene expression rates generated in this work, including the promoter 

on-rates, mRNA degradation rates and translation initiation rates (Table S6) allowed us 

to investigate at the genome scale the dominance of different factors controlling protein 

concentrations in E. coli, as well as their changes across conditions. By plotting the 

promoter on-rates ki against the protein concentrations in reference condition (Fig. 5C, top), 

we see that the large range of protein concentrations can be largely attributed to differences 

in the promoter on-rates, as opposed to other factors such as mRNA degradation rate, 

translation initiation rate, or the gene dose (other panels in Fig. 5C), in agreement with the 

simple scenario expressed by Eq. (12).

Proteins present at low concentrations tend to have lower translation initiation rates αp,i 

and larger mRNA degradation rates δi compared to those at high concentrations (middle 

panels in Fig. 5C; Fig. S10B); both effects tend to reduce the average number of proteins 

produced during the mRNA’s lifetime(3) (Fig. S10C–F). When focusing on co-transcribed 

genes, we were also able to identify post-transcriptional effects (Fig. S11AB) and evidence 

of premature transcriptional termination (Fig. S11C). Still, these effects are rare and of small 

magnitude compared to the vast range of promoter on-rates.

Unraveling the innate and regulatory effects on gene expression

Fold changes in protein abundance across conditions showed an almost perfect correlation 

with promoter on-rates (Fig. 5D, top), whereas the effect of post-transcriptional regulation 

or gene copy number was negligible (Fig. 5D, other panels; Fig. S10G). Thus, protein 

concentrations appear to be adjusted across conditions by modulating the promoter on-rate, 

as described by Eq. (13). Yet, the typical changes in promoter on-rates were very small 

(Fig. 5D) even though the full range of ki spans more than three orders of magnitude 

(Fig. 5C; see also Fig. S10HI). Indeed, based on proteomics data collected for a wide 

range of growth conditions from Mori et al(10) (e.g., Fig. S12A–E), we find that that 

protein abundances for 2/3 of the genes vary by less than 5-fold (Fig. S12F) even though 

the absolute abundances vary over three orders of magnitude. Particularly small changes 

are observed for proteins engaged in housekeeping activities (S12G–I; see also Fig. S11D–

F) or those encoded by essential genes (Fig. S12F and J). Taken together, we conclude 

that innate promoter sequences determine the typical concentrations of most proteins, 

with transcriptional regulation providing fine adjustments depending on conditions. Some 

exceptions involve proteins needed in specific growth conditions (e.g. TCA proteins in 

aerobic conditions), whose genes are under strict transcriptional control (Fig. S12K–O).

Overall, promoter on-rates for genes involved in protein synthesis increased with growth 

rate, and largely accounted for the increase in the total promoter on-rate (Fig. 5E). 

Changes in ki’s for ribosomal proteins and elongation factors were similar as expected 

because they are largely co-transcribed (Fig. 5F, triangles; Fig. S13A–D). Notably, they 
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also matched the changes for the rRNA promoters (Fig. 5F, crosses). Thus, despite the 

known post-transcriptional regulation acting on ribosomal proteins(30), the coordination 

between r-proteins and rRNAs is largely implemented by matching their promoter on-rates. 

In contrast, the ki’s of other translation-affiliated proteins (e.g., initiation factors, tRNA 

synthetases) in different regulatory units present a variety of dependencies on the growth 

rate (Fig. S13E–H). Analogously, we found a variety of behaviors for the ki of genes known 

to be controlled by cAMP-CRP and typically expressed in carbon-poor conditions(15) (Fig. 

S14). The strong increases in the protein levels of many catabolic proteins in C-limitation 

are due to a combination of faster promoter on-rates and reduced total regulatory activity K
at slow growth, highlighting the passive effects described in Fig. 4E.

Control of global mRNA synthesis by the anti-sigma factor Rsd

The constraint between transcription and translation, Eq. (11), must be somehow satisfied 

despite the observed changes in active ribosomes (Fig. 2A), DNA concentration (Fig. 4A) 

and total regulatory activity (Fig. 4G). The combination [Ori] · K has only a moderate 

dependence on growth rate (Fig. 6A). Instead, the concentration of available RNAP, 

estimated as the ratio of the mRNA synthesis flux (JmR) and [Ori] · K based on Eq. (6) 

and (10), exhibited a stronger growth rate dependence (left axis in Fig. 6B), approximately 

matching that of the concentration of active ribosomes (right axis).

A simple mechanism to change the availability of RNA polymerases is to change the 

abundance of the transcription machinery itself. However, our quantitative proteomics data 

showed that the cellular concentrations of RNA polymerase components, including the 

house-keeping factor σ70 (encoded by the gene rpoD), are all constant across the growth 

rate range studied (Fig. 6C, squares). We checked expression levels of the two known 

modulators of σ7 function, 6S RNA(31, 32) and the anti-σ70 protein Rsd(33–35). Although 

the concentration of 6S RNA is ~ 1/100 that of σ70 (grey triangles, Fig. 6C) and thus 

unlikely to affect the global transcription flux in these conditions, the Rsd concentration 

rose to that of σ70 as growth rate is reduced (Fig. 6C, red triangles). Thus, Rsd could be a 

regulator of global transcription by sequestering σ70 during exponential growth (Fig. 6D), 

even though it is thought to have its primary role in stationary phase(33, 36). We tested this 

scenario by characterizing the total mRNA synthesis flux in a Δrsd strain. mRNA synthesis 

flux became nearly independent of growth rate (Fig. 6E, filled red circles), exceeding 

that of the wild type strain (open red circles), especially at slow growth when Rsd is 

highly expressed. Without rsd, the synthesis flux was no longer matched to the translational 

capacity (compare filled symbols), in contrast to the tight matching observed in wild type 

strain (open symbols). Concomitantly, the Δrsd strain exhibited a growth defect that was 

proportional to the amount of Rsd expression in wild-type cells in slow growth conditions 

where Rsd is expressed (Fig. 6F). Given the approximate constancy of mRNA turnover 

across growth conditions for wild type cells (Fig. S7E–G), we propose that Rsd may have a 

central role in controlling total mRNA concentrations (Figs. 2A and 3F).
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DISCUSSION

We used comprehensive transcriptomic and proteomic studies, complemented by 

quantitative measurement of total mRNA abundance and transcription flux, to determine 

the absolute mRNA and protein abundances, the mRNA degradation rates as well as the 

promoter on-rates, for 1500+ genes in E. coli for many growth conditions during steady-

state growth (Tables S3–5). The results revealed two simple rules on promoter and mRNA 

characteristics which profoundly shape how E. coli responds to environmental changes 

while coping with global constraints: (i) promoter on-rates span over 3 orders of magnitudes 

across genes, but vary much less (at most ~5-fold) across conditions for most genes. Thus, 

each gene is expressed within an innate abundance range across conditions, e.g., with 

ribosomal genes belonging to the most abundant and DNA replication proteins, belonging to 

one of the least abundant classes. (ii) mRNA characteristics, including translation initiation 

rate and mRNA degradation rate, vary little (<2-fold for half of the genes) across genes 

and conditions. The translation initiation rates are sufficiently rapid to maintain a high 

density of ribosomes on the mRNA (5 ribosomes per kb, Fig. 2A and Fig. S6E), resulting 

in high protein production despite short mRNA half-lives. The rules governing promoter and 

mRNA characteristics deduced here dictate, to a large extent, E. coli’s strategy to implement 

gene regulation while complying with the constraints on total protein concentration and a 

limited translation capacity. This can be cast into two design principles of gene expression as 

summarized below.

Global coordination between transcription and translation

The concentration of translating ribosomes changes strongly with the bacterial growth rate 

(Fig. 2A). Because of the constant density of translating ribosomes on most mRNA, the total 

mRNA concentration must also scale similarly. As the total mRNA pool is specified by the 

total mRNA synthesis rate (given the constant mRNA turnover rate across conditions), total 

mRNA synthesis is balanced with translating ribosomes concentration, a crucial condition 

captured by Eq. (11). We refer to this balance as the principle of transcription-translation 
coordination. We showed that E. coli implements this coordination across nutrient conditions 

primarily by adjusting the available RNAP concentration via the anti-σ78 factor Rsd (Fig. 

6D–F).

If this coordination is broken, as in the case of Δrsd mutant (Fig. 6E), then Rule ii 
cannot hold as long as the constraints on translation capacity and protein density hold. 

An oversupply of mRNA with respect to ribosomes is expected to decrease the rate of 

translation initiation (due to competition for limited ribosomes) and increase the rate of 

mRNA degradation (due to reduced protection of mRNA by elongation ribosomes against 

RNase activity(37, 38). Aside from the futile cycle involving the synthesis and degradation 

of mRNAs and affecting growth (Fig 6F), breaking Rule ii would complicate the otherwise 

simple relation between transcriptional regulation and protein concentrations of the wild 

type system.
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The predominant role of transcriptional control in setting protein concentrations

The similarity of mRNA characteristics (Rule ii) together with the vast disparity of promoter 

characteristics (Rule i) across genes in a given condition implies that protein abundances 

are predominantly set by the promoter characteristics, specifically, the promoter on-rates. 

Furthermore, as mRNA characteristics remain similar across different growth conditions 

(Rule ii), changes in protein concentrations across conditions must arise primarily from 

changes in the promoter on-rates, i.e., via transcriptional regulation (Fig. 5D). We refer 

to this strong effect of transcription on gene expression as the principle of transcriptional 
predominance.

The strong mRNA-protein correlations are at odds with early studies on bacterial gene 

expression(39–45). These differences may originate in part from technological advances in 

transcriptomics and proteomics over the years(10, 45, 46). Further, given the very different 

turnover rates of proteins and mRNAs, accurate mRNA-protein comparison requires 

ensuring steady-state conditions, which was a crucial component of our experimental design 

(SI Methods). We note that strong mRNA-protein correlation similar to what we report here 

was also contained in a number of recent datasets(13, 16–18); see Fig. S3T–W. However, 

such comparisons were not articulated as the main messages in these studies, as their focus 

was on the variability in translational characteristics among mRNAs. While we also see 

such differences (Fig. S4C–E), our data (as well as those from Ref. 14–17) show that such 

variabilities do not represent the general behavior of most genes.

Although setting protein concentrations transcriptionally appears simple, a quantitative 

relation between promoter on-rates and protein concentrations is complicated by the fact 

that the total protein concentration does not vary by much, despite strong changes in total 

transcriptional activity. Because protein concentrations do not depend on the absolute flux 

of the corresponding mRNAs, but rather on the fraction of the total transcription flux, a 

hypothetical doubling of all promoter on-rates, as alluded to in Introduction, will have no 

effect on mRNA and protein concentrations. Furthermore, the relations between promoter 

on-rates and protein concentrations are insulated from growth-dependent differences in 

shared machinery such as RNAP and ribosomes.

Global transcriptional coupling and its consequences

Because the protein output of a given promoter depends on the total regulatory activity K in 

Eq. (12), non-intuitive relations between promoters and protein concentration can arise when 

K changes across conditions. The latter is likely whenever there is a substantial change 

in growth conditions, e.g., due to changes in the on-rates of ribosomal genes (Fig. S12H, 

5H). Hence, it is generally incorrect to infer regulatory activities directly from changes in 

mRNA and protein concentrations (Fig. 4E). This effect of global coupling which reflects 

the passive regulatory effect would hardly affect the result of most classical studies, which 

typically involved large changes in the output of a few individual promoters. However, for 

the majority of genes whose expression change moderately across conditions (e.g. <2-fold 

for 60% of the genes under C-limited growth; see Fig. 5D), the effect of global coupling 

would be substantial.
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Our work provides a quantitative framework to distinguish gene-specific regulatory effects 

from global interactions in gene expression studies. Knowing the promoter on-rates ki for 

individual genes facilitates a direct, promoter-centric view of regulation across conditions 

at the genome-scale (Fig. 5). This improves upon previous estimates of “promoter activity” 

based on protein synthesis fluxes(47), which mix systemic effects, such as RNA polymerase 

availability, with gene-specific regulatory effects (SI Note 4). These results would thus be of 

use in deciphering the behaviors of endogenous genetic circuits, and in guiding the design of 

synthetic circuits in variable growth conditions(48–50).

The results described here are specific to bacteria. Eukaryotic gene expression involves 

complex post-transcriptional regulation, including protein secretion(51) and degradation via 

ubiquination and autophagy(52). Global constraints are less understood there, in particular 

the extent to which protein density may vary across conditions. Indeed, even quantifying the 

cell volume may be difficult as large portions within a cell may be occupied by sub-cellular 

compartments (e.g., vacuoles) that do not contribute to the cytosol. Nonetheless, our study 

provides a framework to quantitatively explore gene expression in such complex systems.

Materials and Methods

Experimental methods for cellular growth, RNA sequencing, and quantification of mRNA 

abundance, synthesis fluxes and degradation rates, as well as numerical and statistical 

methods, are reported in the Supplementary Material.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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degradation rates, promoter on-rates, as well as protein, mRNA and gene concentrations 

for reference condition (glucose minimal medium) and slow glucose-limited growth are 

reported in Table S6. Additional analysis, including modelling and details on the calculation 

of the parameters, are included in Notes S1 to S5. Raw RNA sequencing reads are uploaded 

to Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO accession number GSE205717). Strains generated in 

this study can be requested from the lead contact Terence Hwa (hwa.ucsd.edu).
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Figure 1. Genome-wide mRNA and protein comparison.
(A) Schematic illustration of the basic processes determining mRNA and protein 

concentrations in exponentially growing bacteria. The rate of each process can potentially 

vary across both genes and conditions; the symbols used throughout the study are described 

alongside the respective cellular processes (see also Fig. S1).

(B) For E. coli K-12 strain NCM3722 growing exponentially in glucose minimal medium 

(reference condition, growth rate 0.91/h), the fractional number abundances of proteins 

(ψp,i, obtained from DIA/SWATH mass spectrometry(10) and of mRNAs (ψm,i, obtained 

from RNA-sequencing; see Methods) for each gene i are shown as scatter plot (number of 

genes and Pearson correlation coefficient in figure). The red line represents the diagonal, 

ψp,i=ψm,i.

(C) The ratios of protein and mRNA fractions, ψp,i/ψm,i, are distributed around 1 for 

exponentially growing cultures under all growth conditions studied (Fig. S3E–S). These 

include the reference condition (black), as well as conditions of reduced growth, achieved by 

limiting carbon catabolism (red), anabolism (blue), or inhibiting translation (green); see SI 

Methods. Boxes and the whiskers represent 50% and 90% of the genes, respectively; x-axis 

values give the corresponding growth rates. See Tables S1 and S2 for list of strains and 

conditions in this study, and Table S3–4 for transcriptomics and proteomics data.

(D) Distributions of the ratios ψp,i/ψm,i obtained in reference condition and the slowest-

growing of each of the three types of limitations; same color code as (C). The same plots 

also give the distributions of the relative translational initiation rate, αp, i/αp; see text.

(E) The fold-changes in protein and mRNA fractions for each gene i between the reference 

condition and the slowest growth condition, FC(ψp,i) and FC(ψm,i), were computed as 

described in Fig. S4 for each one of the three growth limitations; the distribution of their 
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ratio FC(ψp,i)/FC(ψm,i) is shown using the same color code as (C). The histograms are 

narrowly distributed around 1, with more than half of the genes within 35% from the 

median. See Table S5 for the fold changes in translation efficiency for each gene.
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Figure 2. Coordination of mRNA and ribosome abundances.
(A) Left axis (red symbols): total concentration of mRNA is plotted against the growth 

rate. Total mRNA abundance and associated standard deviations based on 3 measurements 

obtained as described in Fig. S5 and Methods. The measurements were performed for a 

range of growth conditions, including reference, glucose uptake titration (Pu-ptsG, see Table 

S1) and a host of poor carbon sources. Right axis (grey symbols): concentration of active 

ribosomes in nutrient-limited conditions, converted from the data in Ref.(7) (reported per 

culture volume) using the total cellular volume shown in Fig. S2C–E.

(B) Translation initiation rates, αp, i = αp · ψp, i/ψm, i , in reference (black) and carbon-limited 

(red) growth.

(C) The spacing between consecutive translating ribosomes on an mRNA is given by the 

ratio between the ribosome elongation rate (similar across mRNAs, Fig. S6 and Ref.(7)) and 

the translation initiation rate αp,i, which is also narrowly distributed (see panel B). Our data 

give an average ribosome spacing of d ≈ 200 nt; see Fig. S6D.

(D) Absolute mRNA and protein concentration for each gene in reference condition, 

computed by combining the fractional abundances ψm,i and ψp,i with total mRNA 

abundances (panel A), total protein abundances and cell volume (see Fig. S2 and Note 

S1). Blue lines indicate the corresponding values of inter-ribosome spacing d, calculated 

from the known elongation rates (~15.3 aa/s).

(E) Same as panel (D), but for slow growth in the most C-limiting condition (growth rate ~ 
0.35/h, elongation rate ~12.4 aa/s (7)).
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Figure 3. mRNA degradation and synthesis.
(A-C) Degradation of mRNA transcribed from the long nuo operon (A) in reference 

condition (B) and carbon-limited condition (C). The abundance of mRNA was measured 

by RNA-seq over the course of 11 minutes following the blockage of transcription initiation 

by rifampicin (SI Methods, Fig. S7). While the abundance of the mRNA of genes proximal 

to the promoter (nuoA, orange) drops immediately after rifampicin treatment (at time t = 

0), a lag is observed for genes progressively more distant from the promoter (from orange 

to blue). The lag time corresponds to the time elapsed between the transcription of the 

proximal and distant genes by RNAPs which initiated transcription before the application of 

rifampicin (Fig. S7D).

(D) Histogram of fold-change of the mRNA degradation rates, FC(δi), between carbon 

limited medium and reference condition for N = 2550 genes. Half of the fold changes 

are within 25% from unity, and 90% of the fold changes are in the range 0.50 to 1.57, 

implying that the degradation rates for most mRNAs do not change significantly between the 

reference and carbon-limited growth conditions.

(E) Distribution of the mRNA degradation fluxes, δi[mRi], computed from the mRNA 

concentration and degradation rates. These quantities should equate the mRNA synthesis 

fluxes, αm,i[Gi], in steady state conditions. Dashed lines indicate the median fluxes, 

0.194/μm3/min in reference condition and 0.108/μm3/min at slow growth.

(F) Left axis (red symbols): total mRNA synthesis flux JmR = ∑i αm,i [Gi] (transcripts 

synthesized per cell volume per unit time), for a variety of growth conditions as indicated 
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(see Table S2 for growth conditions). The slope of radiolabel incorporated into mRNA over 

time was used to obtain the mRNA synthesis flux while the error bars represent the standard 

deviation from 6 measurements at different time-points following the label addition (Fig. 

S10). The orange crosses indicate the total mRNA synthesis flux obtained from summing δi 

· [mRi] using the data in (E). Right axis (black symbols): absolute mRNA abundances (same 

data as Fig. 2A).

(G) Left axis (red symbols): total RNA synthesis flux vs. growth rate (same data as in panel 

(F)). Right axis (grey symbols): concentration of active ribosomes (same data as Fig. 2A).
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Figure 4. Quantitative relations between promoter on-rates and mRNA, protein abundances.
(A) Growth rate dependence of gene concentration [Gi] at various distances x from the 

origin of replication Ori (solid lines). These are computed as the product of the Ori 

concentration [Ori] (orange circles, shown in Fig. S9C with raw data and standard errors 

from Ref.(24)) and the gene dose gi = [Gi]/[Ori] (Fig. S9B); see Fig. S9 for details.

(B) Distribution of transcription initiation rates αm,i in reference condition (black) and slow 

growth (red), computed using the available mRNA abundances and degradation rates (see SI 

Note S3 for details). Dashed lines indicate the median initiation rates in the two conditions 

(2.64/min for reference condition, 0.87/min for slow growth).

(C) Fold change of the transcription initiation rates FC(αm,i) between reference condition 

and slow growth. The data shows a generalized decrease of initiation rates, with a median 

reduction of 0.29 (dashed line) at slow growth (λ = 0.3/h) compared to the reference 

condition (λ = 0.91/h). (D) Illustration of a canonical model of transcriptional regulation(28, 

29), with the transcription initiation rate for gene i, αm,i, depending on the promoter on-rate 

ki, which is modulated by transcription factors (TF1, TF2, …), as well as on the cellular 

concentration of available RNA polymerases ([RNAP]av), as described by Eq. (8).

(E) Cartoon illustrating the dependence of mRNA and protein abundances on the promoter 

on-rates, as described by Eq. (12). Consider two genes with promoter on-rates k1 (orange) 

and k2 (blue) and identical gene concentration [G1] = [G2] ≡ [G]; the corresponding mRNA 

and protein fractions (ψm,1 = ψp,1 ≡ ψ1 and ψm,2 = ψp,2 ≡ ψ2, respectively) depend on both 

promoter on-rates via the total regulatory activity K = k1 + k2 [G] (in red). Three possible 

scenarios are illustrated. Top: If k2 increases, while k1 remains constant, then K increases, 

resulting in the reduction of protein and mRNA abundances for the orange gene despite it 

not being downregulated at the transcriptional level. Bottom: If only k1 decreases while k2 

remains constant (bottom), then the proteins and mRNAs for the blue gene increase despite 

the lack of change at its promoter level. Middle: If K is unchanged (due to compensating 

changes in k1 and k2 in this case), then the changes in protein and mRNA fractions would 

reflect changes at the regulatory level.

(F) E. coli strains harboring constitutive expression of lacZ at various locations near oriC 
(orange) and near terC (blue; loci listed in the legend) were grown in carbon-limited 
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conditions (see Tables S1–S2 for strains and conditions). LacZ protein abundance per culture 

volume (OD·mL), obtained from the slopes of β-gal activity versus OD600 (Miller units), is 

shown; error bars indicate standard errors from 4 measurements (Methods).

(G) The relative change in the total regulatory activity K across growth rates was estimated 

from the relative change in LacZ abundance using the data in panel (F) and Eq. (14) in the 

text. To do so, the LacZ abundance per culture volume was converted to protein fraction 

by dividing by total protein mass per culture volume (Fig. S2F). The result shows a linear 

dependence of the total regulatory activity on the growth rate (red line). The absolute scale 

K was set for the reference condition using Eq. (10) with the values for the total mRNA 

synthesis flux JmR. obtained from Fig. 3F, the oriC concentration from Fig. 4A, and the 

available RNAP concentration estimated as described in SI Note S5.
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Figure 5. Gene expression is primarily determined by the promoter on-rates.
(A) Distribution of promoter on-rates ki in the reference and slow growth condition, obtained 

from the distribution of the translation initiation rate and the concentrations of available 

RNAP, ki = αm,i/[RNAP]av (see Eq. (8)), as described in SI Note S4. The median promoter-

on rate (vertical dashed lines) shifts from 1.63 · 10−4 μm3 in reference condition (λ ~ 0.9/h) 

to 1.07 · 10−4 μm3/min in slow growth (λ ~ 0.3/h). This change is much less than the ~3-fold 

change in both the growth rate and the median transcription initiation rates (Fig. 4BC).

(B) For 71 operons containing at least 3 genes as annotated in Ecocyc(53), we computed the 

coefficient of variation (CV) in the promoter on-rates ki or in the protein concentrations [Pi] 
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for genes within each operon in reference condition. The average intra-operon CVs for the 

promoter on-rates are significantly smaller than that computed for the protein concentrations 

[Pi] (p< 7 · 10−7, unpaired t-test); see also Fig. S10A. As a control, we randomly shuffled 

the genes across the operons 50 times, leading to sets of 3550 CVs (grey-filled boxes), and 

considered the CVs computed using all available genes (lines on the right). The CV for the 

promoter on-rates are also significantly smaller than all the other distributions (p < 3 · 10−35 

when comparing to the randomized cases) and the genome-wide CVs. Boxes and whiskers 

indicate 50% and 90% intervals, respectively; median CVs are indicated by the central lines 

within the boxes.

(C) Promoter on-rates ki, translation initiation rates αp,i, mRNA degradation rates δi 

and gene concentrations [Gi] are the four molecular parameters determining cellular 

concentration of a protein in a given growth condition (Fig. 1A, with the transcription 

initiation rate αm,i given by ki via Eq. (8)). These four molecular parameters are plotted 

against the protein concentrations [Pi] in reference condition, binned according to the 

observed protein concentrations. Boxes and whiskers indicate 50% and 90% central intervals 

for the binned data; the solid lines represent moving averages.

(D) Same as panel (C), but for the fold changes (FC) of each quantity across 

growth conditions (slow growth compared to reference). All molecular parameters and 

concentrations shown in panels A-D are listed in Table S6.

(E) The sum of promoter on-rates weighted by gene dose, K = ∑ikigi (red line; same as 

in Fig. 4G) is partitioned between the contribution from ribosomal proteins and translation 

elongation factors (green) and the rest of genes (grey area). Symbols indicate the partitioning 

obtained from the computed ki across growth rates. The growth rate dependence of K
largely stems from that of the promoter on-rates of the translational genes.

(F) Growth rate dependence of promoter on-rates summed over different groups of genes: 

ribosomal proteins, elongation factors (encoded by fusA, tufAB and tsf), and the rRNA 

operons. The activity of the rRNA operons was estimated from the synthesis flux of stable 

RNA (SI Methods and Fig. S14).
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Figure 6. The role of the anti-sigma factor Rsd in global regulation of mRNA synthesis.
(A) Value of K · [Ori] across growth rates, obtained from the values (data and standard 

errors) of the total regulatory activity K shown in Fig. 4G, multiplied by the interpolated 

values for [Ori] at the same growth rates (Fig. 4A). For comparison, the dashed line shows 

direct proportionality to the growth rate.

(B) Concentration of available RNA polymerases (red symbols, left axis), estimated from 

the ratio between the measured mRNA synthesis flux (data and errors in Fig. 3G) and 

K · [Ori] (using the interpolated curves in Fig. 4A and 4G). Note that this quantity shows a 

stronger dependence on the growth rate compared to K · [Ori] in panel (A) and has the same 

growth-rate dependence as the concentration of active ribosomes (grey symbols, right axis).

(C) The concentrations of various components of the transcription machinery in carbon-

limited conditions is plotted against the growth rate. Components of the core enzyme, 

RpoABC, and the major sigma factor σ70 are shown as squares. Known modulators of 

σ70, Rsd and 6S RNA are shown as triangles. The protein concentrations are determined 

from mass spectrometry(10), while the concentration of 6S RNA is determined from RNA-

sequencing and the concentration of total mRNA concentration (Fig. S4).

(D) Cartoon illustrating the control of RNA polymerase (RNAP) availability through the 

known σ70-sequestration function of Rsd(33, 54).

(E) Comparison of mRNA synthesis fluxes between wild type (open symbols) and Δrsd 
strain (filled symbols). Left axis: total mRNA synthesis flux of Δrsd strain (red filled circles) 

and wild type (red open circles); standard errors are computed as in Fig. 3F. Right axis: 

concentration of active ribosomes computed from the measured total RNA for the two 

strains and the fraction of active ribosomes observed in carbon limited growth(7).

(F) The growth defect of Δrsd strain, defined as % reduction in growth rate compared to 

wild type cells in the same growth condition (black circles, left axis), is plotted against 

the growth rate of wild type cells for the range of carbon-limited growth conditions. The 

observed growth reduction matches Rsd expression of wild type cells in the same conditions 

(red triangles, right axis; same data as in panel C).
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